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Urmet Jänes 
 
 

Kokkuvõte 
 
 
Andmesidevõrkude kaudu teostatavaid multimeediaühendused kasutatakse maailmas 
järjest rohkem ja rohkem. H.323 on standard, mida juba laialdaselt kasutatakse 
erinevates IP-protokollil põhinevates kommunikatsioonisüsteemides. Mitmed tööstus- 
ning standardiseerimisorganisatsioonid tegelevad aktiivselt H.323 arendamisega, mis 
võimaldab sel standardil muutuda IP-põhise telefoni, kaugkonverentside ja 
massimeedia aluseks. 
 
H.323 ei tööta hästi koos kaasaja tulemüüritehnoloogiaga, peamiselt protokolli väga 
dünaamilise disaini poolest. Käesolev töö kaalub erinevaid H.323 ning tulemüüride 
koos toimimise lahendusi, eesmärgiga saavutada minimaalne funktsionaalsuse kaotus 
ja vähene võrguturvalisuse kadu. 
 
Töö jõuab tulemusele, et erinevad vaheserverite (proxy) kasutamise meetodid on 
kõige mõistlikum viis tulemuse saavutamiseks. H.323 disain lubab integreerida 
meediavoo vaheserveri ning H.323 gatekeeper’i nii, et lõppkasutajale on vaheserveri 
olemasolu täiesti nähtamatu. Teine potentsiaalne lahendus on standardne tulemüüri 
ohjamisliides, mis lubaks protokolli osapooltel iseseisvalt määrata ühendusi, mida 
need vajavad teenuse osutamiseks. 
 
 
Võtmesõnad: VoIP, multimeedia, IP, tulemüürid, H.323, proxy, Internet, filtreerimine, 
NAT, protokoll, andmeside, tulemüüri läbimine, tulemüüri ohjamine 
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Abstract 
 
 
Multimedia communications over data networks is rapidly gaining acceptance. H.323 
is the standard that is already widely used for implementation of various IP-based 
telecommunications systems. With several industry and standardization bodies 
backing H.323 development, it has the most chances to become the worldwide 
standard for IP telephony, teleconferencing and broadcasts alike. 
 
H.323 has problems with contemporary firewall technology, due to its very dynamic 
design. This study is assessing ways of passing H.323 through firewalls with minimal 
loss of functionality and little compromises of network security. 
 
The study finds that various types of proxy solutions are the most feasible way of 
firewall traversal. The design of H.323 allows integration of H.323 gatekeepers and 
media stream proxies in a way that the proxies would be completely invisible to 
terminals. Another promising solution would be a standard firewall control interface 
which would allow protocol entities to specify the connections they require to be 
passed through. 
 
 
Keywords: VoIP, multimedia, IP, firewalls, H.323, proxy, Internet, filtering, NAT, 
masquerading, protocols, data networking, firewall traversal, firewall control 
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1. Objective 

The goal of this study is to find and assess ways of passing media and control 

connections of multimedia communications through IP firewalls providing normal 

corporate security. The communications would adhere to the H.323 standard. 

The H.323 connections may be encrypted. If H.323 endpoint authentication is found 

to pertain to the study, authentication methods may be studied as well. 

Preferable solutions are such that do not require modifications to firewall software. 

Interoperability between H.323 providers must be ensured, thus improved or new 

protocol standards are preferred to proprietary solutions. 

 

2. Introduction 

This document is studying the intersection of two very important technologies of 

nowadays Internet – firewall systems and H.323 teleconferencing protocols. 

Firewall systems exist to protect private networks from the “outside” – basically, 

users of other networks. A firewall may also restrict access from the “inside” to the 

“outside”, but generally the goal is the same – enforcement of certain security rules. 

The H.323 protocol family is currently the most widely used standard for 

interconnecting multimedia devices for audio/video broadcasts, conferences or point-

to-point connections – that is, phone calls. 

As it often happens, the two technologies have not been designed with each other in 

mind. Therefore there are many aspects that make it hard to implement a H.323 

network that can be used safely in a network also containing many firewalls. These 

aspects will be reviewed later. 

This document is viewing the problems from a H.323 perspective. I consider firewall 

systems something that should not be modified and H.323 protocols should be made 

to work with these. This is corresponding to the real-life situation where one is 

implementing a teleconferencing system in an existing network, which can be 
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modified only to a certain extent. For that reason, existing firewall support for H.323 

is not discussed. 

The network architecture that is assumed is depicted on Figure 1. In particular, 

H.323 devices on Network 1 and network 2 are considered to belong to different 

H.323 administrative zones. 

 

 Network 1 

H.323 device 

Firewall 

H.323 device 

Network 2 

H.323 device 

Firewall 

H.323 device 

Untrusted 
networks 

 

Figure 1. Generic network architecture 

I’m beginning with overviews of IP-based multimedia communication in general (pg. 

10) and the H.323 protocol family and operations (pg. 14). 

Next, I’ll review firewall technology and basics of operation (pg. 22). 

After that, I’ll proceed to review problems arising of using H.323 with firewalls (pg. 

26) and possible solutions that would enable one to use H.323 successfully in a 

firewalled network. Solution hypotheses are first reviewed and briefly analysed, a 

selection from the hypotheses is then detailed as a set of possible solutions. 
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3. Terms and Abbreviations 

ASN.1 Abstract Syntax Notation One. An ITU-T and ISO standard for defining 
and encoding protocol messages. 

ATM Asynchronous Transfer Mode 
B-ISDN Broadband ISDN. A version of ISDN for high-bandwidth connections (e.g. 

real-time video) 
DNS Domain Naming Service. The protocol and service for mapping device 

names into addresses in IP networks 
ephemeral Where TCP and UDP port numbers are concerned, signifies a dynamically 

allocated port number that is greater than 1024. 
FTP File Transfer Protocol 
HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol 
ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol. The Internet standard for transmitting 

certain network status messages. 
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force. The standardization body of Internet 

protocols. 
IP Internet Protocol. The Internet standard network protocol. 
IPSec Internet Protocol Security. An effort by the IETF to include common 

security measures to the family of Internet protocols. Encompasses 
network and transport level encryption, secure network interconnection 
through tunnelling etc. 

ISDN Integrated Services Digital Network 
ITU-T International Telecommunications Union Telecommunication 

Standardization Sector. 
LAN Local Area Network 
LDAP Lightweight Directory Access Protocol 
NAT Network Address Translation. A method of interconnecting two networks 

using different addressing schemes. Also known on the Internet as IP 
Masquerading. 

PC Personal Computer 
port A transport endpoint for Internet protocols (TCP, UDP). Several 

connections to one network address are distinguished through their 
protocol types and port numbers. 

RAS Registration, Admission, Status. Procedures pertaining to managing and 
controlling a group of terminals. 

RFC Request for Comments. A RFC is a document from the standard Internet 
repository of protocols and guidelines. A RFC may have the status of and 
Internet standard. 

RTP Real-time Transmission Protocol. A protocol on top of UDP conveying 
additional information on real time streams. 

SSRC Synchronization Source. A RTP field referring to source device of the 
stream. 

SSL Secure Socket Layer. A predecessor to TLS, widely used on the Internet. 
TCP Transmission Control Protocol. The Internet standard reliable transport 

protocol. 
TFTP Trivial File Transfer Protocol. A simplistic protocol for file transfer 
TLS Transport Layer Security. A proposed Internet standard for securing 

single transport connections. 
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UDP Unreliable Datagram Protocol. The Internet standard for unreliable packet 
transport. 

UMTS Universal Mobile Telephone System 
VoIP Voice over IP. All technologies enabling voice traffic on IP networks. 
VPN Virtual Private Network 
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4. Multimedia Communication on IP Networks 

The Internet Protocol is becoming the preferred way of doing any kind of 

networking, be it data, video or voice. Networks that currently are separated into 

voice and data networks see more and more convergence as the same technology is 

being used for all types of services. Companies and service providers are 

experimenting with network that do not distinguish voice and data traffic, long-

distance network providers are finding ways of allocating network bandwidth 

efficiently to accommodate both voice and ever-growing data traffic. A good example 

is the upcoming Universal Mobile Telephone System (UMTS) which is completely IP-

based – in effect, each UMTS mobile phone is an IP device having a distinct address 

and being able generate and process different kinds of network traffic. It can be 

easily imagined that anything that is currently performed on Internet-connected PC-s 

can be performed on UMTS phones, with the addition of a superior voice 

communications service. 

Multimedia on data networks differs considerably from today’s telephone networks, 

even from the all-digital ISDN networks.  

The telephone network is built on a rigid star topology. Each telephone (generally a 

“dumb” device which only performs very basic functions) is connected to a large 

telephone exchange serving any number of phones – from tens in the case of small 

local exchanges to tens of thousands in big metropolitan switches. All the switches 

have trunk connections to other switches for routing calls. These connections are 

typically high-throughput digital channels with fixed capacity. The equipment used to 

set up the digital channel is considered to be largely unintelligent – call data is only 

dealt with by the switches. Inter-switch connections typically have a hierarchical 

topology – local switches connect to regional, these to countrywide and inter-country 

switches. 
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Regional 
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Regional 
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Distance 
Exchange 

other 
countries/ 
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Figure 2. Part of a typical telephone network 

Intelligence in telephone networks is concentrated in the switches. When a telephone 

wishes to make a call to another number, it signals the switch which then sets up a 

connection to the other phone. If other switches are involved, they are contacted by 

the originating switch. 

For the duration of the call, call processing does not involve the switches other than 

passing a digitised stream over the path that was set up during the call connection 

phase. Only when the call is ended (or switch services are explicitly requested) does 

the “intelligent” part of the switch come into play. 

IP networks, on the other hand, are built very differently from telephone networks. 

Any IP network, including the Internet, is a collection of local area networks (usually 

based on Ethernet technology) interconnected by IP routers and point-to-point links. 

Data is transmitted in the form of packets (as opposed to a digitised stream and 

control messages in separate channels of telephone networks). Each packet contains 

complete information of its origin and destination, thus enabling totally independent 

delivery. Each router on the way from the source device to the destination makes a 

decision about which link on that router should the packet be routed to. This enables 

error recovery when a link goes down – the routers negotiate an alternate path over 

other links and all packets are directed to the new path. Thus, in contrast to the 
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telephone network, the IP network has much more “embedded intelligence” and a 

greater flexibility. Whereas the telephone network processes point-to-point calls and 

provides a very restricted call management service to the telephones, an IP network 

is a fully flexible medium for passing packets from one device to another. 

The flexibility of the IP network also necessitates that the devices be more 

intelligent. In fact, the device on the IP network may need to perform much of the 

call management that is performed by the network in telephone networks. 

Fortunately, thanks to inexpensive processing power it is quite feasible, especially 

considering that, when building a network, those heavy-duty telephone switches are 

no longer necessary. 

 

Intermediate 
networks 

Router 
Router 

 

Figure 3. Devices on IP networks 

Since an IP-based connection does not explicitly reserve a channel or any bandwidth, 

more users can concurrently use same inter-network links. This is further supported 

by the fact that advanced voice encoding technologies support transmitting of voice 

traffic at the speed of less than 10 kbit/s (as opposed to 64 kbit/s in European 

telephone networks). IP networks do not distinguish between data and voice 

packets, thus all equipment can share the same network and utilize long-distance 

channels more efficiently. Voice over IP (VoIP) is used extensively for cheap calls 

over the Internet and for interconnecting corporate telephone networks. 

There are many interesting possibilities created by using IP networks for all types of 

communication, including audio and video. For instance, web sites can be integrated 

with VoIP, so that a button click on the support site of a company opens a call to a 

support representative. Currently popular text-based chat rooms would be extended 

to multimedia, allowing people to conference all over the world with sight and sound. 
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Conference broadcasts can be arranged through many cameras and voice pickups, 

all on the conference LAN. IP multicast facilities would allow to transmit the media 

streams to many recipients bandwidth-effectively. 

Rerouting of calls on IP networks is extremely easy, thus automatic migration of a 

call from handset to handset (say, home phone to mobile handset to office phone) 

would be much easier than on current networks. 

Additional streams can be opened during a call. For example, while discussing a 

drawing over the phone, the same drawing could be transferred to the other party 

during the call. When agreeing a meeting on the phone, schedules would be 

automatically consolidated on both phones. 

There is a multitude of protocols and encoding methods currently used for 

multimedia over IP. Most of these are proprietary, though, used only on software 

and equipment of a single vendor. Standardization bodies are also working on 

several standards, of which the H.323 standard of the International 

Telecommunications Union is certainly the one with most support from different 

companies and industrial bodies. 
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5. H.323 Standard and Networks 

5.1. What is H.323 

H.323 is the common name for a family of standards for multimedia communications 

in a packet network. The scope of H.323 covers point-to-point and multipoint 

conferences and interconnections to other networks based on other standards. H.323 

defines how calls can be made in a given network, what capabilities each terminal 

must have etc. 

A H.323 network consists of conference endpoints (terminals and gateways to 

other networks), gatekeepers controlling groups of endpoints (the groups are 

called zones) and multipoint control units controlling a multipoint conference. 

During a conference, each endpoint opens multiple information streams – call 

signalling; call control; incoming and outgoing audio, video and data conferencing 

streams. Audio and video streams include a digitised media stream and a control 

stream. The information streams may either flow directly to other terminal(s) or be 

routed through a gatekeeper or multipoint controller unit. 

5.2. Purpose and History of the Standard 

H.323 is a standard regulating inter-device communications when placing 

audio/video calls in a packet communications network. It’s “sister standards” are 

H.322 (same in packet networks with a guaranteed quality of service), H.324 (same 

in conventional telephone networks) H.321 (on ATM and B-ISDN networks) and 

H.320 (in circuit-switched digital networks like ISDN). The scope of the standard is 

very wide, covering multipoint conferences, broadcasts as well as point-to-point 

communications. 

H.323 is an “umbrella standard”, defining general concepts and operating principles 

and referring to several other standards for specifying the communication details. 

The protocols and standards are depicted on Figure 4. 
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The standard is initiated and coordinated by the International Telecommunications 

Union with the purpose of ensuring interoperability between different vendors’ 

communications equipment and software. Formally, it is called a “recommendation” 

of ITU-T. 

Version 1 of H.323 was released in 1996. As of Spring 2000, the currently valid 

version is v3 (officially accepted February 2000) and work is ongoing on v4, which 

should be accepted in early 2001. 

 

IP 

Link layer 

RAS Call setup Call control Audio Video Data 

TCP 

UDP 

TCP UDP 

H.225 

H.225 

Q.931/ 
H.225 

H.323 

H.245/ 
H.225 

G.711 
G.722 

G.723.1 
G.728 
G.729 
GSM 

 

RTP 

H.261 
H.263 

 

T.122 
T.123 
T.125 

Application 
procedures 

Encoding of 
information 

Packetization 

Transport 

RTCP 

Network 

ASN.1 (X.680, X.681, X.691) 

H.235 Security 

 

Figure 4. H.323 protocols on TCP/IP networks 

5.3. Other standardization bodies 

There are also other standardization bodies closely cooperating with ITU-T on H.323 

development. 

TIPHON - Telecommunications and Internet Protocol Harmonization Over Networks 

– is a project of European Telecommunication Standards Institute, ETSI [TIPHON]. 

The TIPHON project is aimed at supporting voice communications between users on 
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Switched Circuit Networks and IP based networks. In particular, TIPHON addresses 

the issues of mobile telephony and H.323 networks (both using H.323 in mobile 

networks and applying mobile telephony standards to H.323) and demonstrating 

actual interoperability between different vendors’ products. 

IMTC - International Multimedia Teleconferencing Consortium – is actively working 

on a minimalist subset of H.323. The iNOW! (Interoperability Now!) activity group 

has defined terminal and communications interoperability profiles and testing 

procedures to ensure that all the consortium members’ products work flawlessly 

together. iNOW! does not address any interoperability issues between different 

technologies, but IMTC is also active on H.320/H.324 interoperability testing. See 

also [IMTC]. 

5.4. Network Equipment and Roles 

H.323 is a complicated protocol, covering many functions. For that reason the 

standard defines several roles in an H.323 exchange: 

Role Description 
Terminal Equipment (TE) Endpoint of a call 
Gatekeeper (GK) Controls a zone of TE-s – translates aliases to 

transport addresses, authorizes all calls of terminals 
belonging to the zone, manages call bandwidth 
changes etc. 
A gatekeeper is an optional component in H.323. 

Multipoint Control Unit (MCU) Multi-participation conference – conference 
management, media stream mixing and codec 
arbitration. 

Gateway (GW) Represents a number of endpoints in a different kind 
of network (e.g. the telephone network, H.320 etc) 

 

The network components interact using several protocols and message types, which 

are summarized below and depicted on Figure 5: 

Protoco
l 

Connection 
type 

Involved 
roles 

Purpose Standard 

RAS Unreliable 
(UDP) 
port 1718 
(multicast), 
1719 
(unicast) 

TE, GW – 
GK 

Terminal-gatekeeper 
communication for the 
purposes of registration, 
zone management, call 
admission, bandwidth 
control. 

H.225, H.323 
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Protoco
l 

Connection 
type 

Involved 
roles 

Purpose Standard 

Q.931 Reliable 
(TCP) 
port 1720 
(unsecured), 
1300 
(TLS/SSL 
secured) 

TE – (GK) 
– TE 

Call setup Q.931, H.225, 
H.323 

H.245 Reliable 
(TCP) 
dynamic 
ports 

TE – (GK) 
– TE 

Call parameters 
negotiation, call control. 
May be encapsulated 
inside Q.931 messages. 

H.245 

RTP Unreliable 
(UDP) 
dynamic 
ports 

TE – TE Audio/video stream 
transport 

RFC1889, H.225 

T.120 Reliable 
(TCP) 
port 1503 

TE – TE data conferencing T.120, H.323 

 

Note: RAS, Q.931 and H.245 messages are encoded for transmission using the ASN.1 

encoding method. 

 

TERMINAL TERMINAL 

A/V Streams 

GATE-
KEEPER 

RAS 

GATE-
KEEPER 

RAS Call Setup and Control 
 

(alternate paths) 

 

Figure 5. Connections involved in a call 

5.5. Call Placement 

When a call is placed between terminals, several network connections are opened. In 

chronological order they are as follows: 
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1. Admissions control. The terminal asks the gatekeeper a permission to make 

the call. The gatekeeper either permits or denies the request, based on 

bandwidth consumed by currently ongoing calls for instance. 

2. Call Signalling. The terminals exchange Q.931 call setup messages on a TCP 

channel. “Calling” and “Called” gatekeepers authorize calls through RAS 

admission messages on a separate UDP channel and may require to forward 

the call setup messages. For a sample signalling exchange see Figure 6. 

3. Call Control. The terminals exchange H.245 control messages on a separate 

TCP connection or, alternately, encapsulated within the Q.931 messages on 

the Call Signalling channel. This starts with Initial Communication and 

Capability Exchange. Data Channels are opened based on these exchanges. 

4. Call Data Channels. A number of data channels are opened. These are usually 

RTP audio and/or video connections consisting of 4 UDP connections for a 

two-way transfer (one data, one control stream in each direction). 

Routing of signalling connections through gatekeepers presents several different 

paths for the connections. As gatekeepers may modify the messages, this 

generates possibilities for terminal impersonation, automatic address book lookup 

etc. 
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Figure 6. Gatekeeper Routed Call Setup 
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5.6. Security Models in H.323 

H.323 security options are defined on the H.235 standard, which focuses on end-to-

end information security and mutual authentication. The standard establishes the 

following for any ITU-T multimedia networks: 

• The Call Signalling channel may be secured using TLS or IPSec on a secure 

well-known port (H.225.0).  

• Users may be authenticated either during the initial call connection, in the 

process of securing the  H.245 channel and/or by exchanging certificates on 

the H.245 channel. 

• The encryption capabilities of a media channel are determined by extensions 

to the existing capability negotiation mechanism. 

• Initial Distribution of key material from the Master is via H.245 

OpenLogicalChannel or OpenLogicalChannelAck messages. 

• Re-keying may be accomplished by H.245 commands; 

EncryptionUpdateRequest and EncryptionUpdate. 

• Key material distribution is protected either by operating the H.245 channel 

as a private channel or by specifically protecting the key material using the 

selected exchanged certificates. 

• The security protocols either conform to ISO published standards or IETF 

proposed standards. 

 

H.235 defines mechanisms for endpoint authentication via certificate exchanges, 

shared secrets using challenge/response schemes or transport security (i.e. TLS, 

IPSec). The method of verifying certificate validity has been left outside the 

standard, for the reason that a common standard could emerge from 

implementations. There is also an option that the channels would be secured without 

the parties ever authenticating themselves. 

Call control (H.245) security can also be achieved by using several options. First, the 

terminals can agree to leave the control channel unsecured or to perform a security 

capability exchange to establish a level of security that is supported by both sides. If 

a secured channel is wished, securing the channel will be completed before any 

other message exchanges. 
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If the call control channel is left unsecured, the endpoints may use a separate, 

secured connection for authentication and/or key derivation. This information can 

then be used for securing the audio/video channels. 

Call media channels, if they need to be secured, are encrypted on the level of RTP 

payloads – the data contents of each RTP packet are encrypted separately. 

Encryption keys for the media channels are agreed on the H.245 channel. If the 

latter is unsecured, key data is transmitted in an encrypted form. 

H.235 does not specify any security procedures for data conferencing (T.120) 

channels. 
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6. Firewall Systems 

6.1.  What is a Firewall? 

A firewall as such is a “fireproof (or fire-resistant) wall designed to prevent the 

spread of fire through a building” [DictCom]. 

Surprisingly, the definition also applies in data networks. As a building firewall is a 

construction element designed to stop the spread of fire, a network firewall is a 

network construction element designed to stop unauthorized access to a network. It 

may also protect the network from virtual “fire”, that is, certain kind of disruptions, 

network viruses etc. A firewall is usually implemented as a component of a network 

router or as a separate computer system. In all cases they function as a computer in 

a specific role. 

Firewalls are positioned between a network and the Internet, so that all network 

traffic between these flows through the firewall. Thus, a firewall system is effectively 

multi-homed – having a connection to two separate networks, it controls the traffic 

between these networks. A firewall may also have other roles (such as traffic 

logging, intrusion detection etc) but these are not reviewed here. 

6.2. Modes of firewall operation 

The generic task of traffic control can be accomplished using many different ways. In 

practice, however, three modes have been used most: 

• packet filtering 

• stateful inspection 

• proxy servers 

6.2.1. Packet filtering 

A packet filtering firewall inspects each received packet separately. Based on a fixed 

rule table, it inspects the network (and usually transport) layer fields to determine 

whether the packet can be passed or not. The firewall is usually able to inspect only 
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the fields of network and transport protocols (IP, UDP, TCP, ICMP), not any fields of 

application protocol packets carried within the transport protocol packets. 

Generally, a packet filtering firewall will have two rule tables for each network 

interface – rules need to be separate for both incoming and outgoing packets. One 

policy rule may be reflected in several tables – on a connection, packets usually 

move in two directions. 

6.2.2. Stateful Inspection 

Stateful inspection of network packets is an extension to packet filtering. Since a 

packet filter examines each network packet separately, its usefulness is quite limited. 

Stateful inspection adds the concept of a “connection” to the firewall. Firewall rules 

specify what types of connections are permitted through the firewall. When two 

network nodes on the opposite sides of the firewall open a permitted connection, the 

firewall tracks that specific connection via a connection table. The connection table 

ensures that each packet arriving at the firewall can be validated as belonging to a 

specific connection. Any malicious packets will be discarded by the firewall. 

Stateful inspecting firewalls also track commonly used application protocols that use 

multiple connections. E.g. in the FTP protocol, data transfer connections are agreed 

by using a command connection. Data transfer connections use arbitrary port 

numbers, which makes it impossible to define firewall rules for them. By inspecting 

information exchange on the command channel, the firewall can enable to data 

transfers by adding a relevant connection to the connection table. 

There are also firewall systems where the administrator can configure new 

application protocols – define inspection rules and settings to open holes for other 

connections. 

6.2.3. Proxy servers 

A proxy server (also known as application gateway) works differently from packet 

inspecting/filtering. Proxies do not forward any packets between the isolated 

networks; all network connections terminate on the firewall. 
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A proxy server works by accepting a connection and creating another connection, on 

the other side of the firewall, to the intended endpoint. All application data is the 

passed from one connection to the other. 

Generally, proxies are application protocol specific, e.g. HTTP, FTP, H.323 proxies. 

There also are transport connection proxies (e.g. SOCKS [RFC1928]) that enable a 

user inside the firewall to open a wide range of transport connections. 

Proxy servers are very flexible in defining different security profiles. Since they are 

application protocol specific, application specific rules can be enforced as well, e.g. 

pertaining to the content of transmitted data. 

A drawback of proxy servers is that they require support from client software – the 

connection has to be made to the proxy instead of the actual destination and the 

contact details of the destination need to be passed to the proxy server. 

6.3. Network address translation 

Network address translation (NAT) is widely used in private IP networks. The 

essence of NAT is use “private” network addresses within the private network and to 

provide automatic mapping from private to public addresses on connections to the 

public Internet. The set of public addresses is usually considerably smaller that the 

set of private addresses, therefore the mapping table is not fixed but rather dynamic. 

One private address space is usually used by several independent networks; 

therefore it cannot be routed outside any of these. 

NAT is used to accomplish two goals: 

• hiding the structure of private addresses and networks from the public 

• dealing with address space shortages in the current Internet. 

 

Mapping rules from internal to external addresses can be static (fixed internal 

addresses mapped to fixed external addresses) or dynamic (a pool of external 

addresses automatically assigned to internal addresses when connections are 

opened). Inbound connections only make sense to statically mapped addresses, 

unless these connections are made in conjunction with an outgoing connection. NAT 
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implementations typically support both static and dynamic address mapping 

concurrently. 

6.4. Getting a protocol through the firewall 

When one is required to “punch a hole” into a firewall for a specific application 

protocol, several options of varying sophistication can be considered, depending on 

the protocol and security requirements: 

• if the protocol uses fixed TCP/UDP port numbers on one side, packet filtering 

can be set to allow packets with that port number to hosts implementing the 

protocol. Most of Internet protocols fall into this category. 

• if the protocol consists of a primary connection that defines, which secondary 

connections are opened (e.g. FTP), the firewall should listen to the traffic on 

primary connection to allow secondary connections for the duration of the 

connections. 

• If there is a need to filter or change application information as it passes 

through the firewall, a proxy system is needed where the firewall functions as 

an intermediary host for the protocol.  

 

Of these options, implementation complexity (and level of control) clearly increases 

from first to last whereas possible security risks are increasing in the opposite 

direction. 

If the firewall also performs NAT and the protocol exchanges addressing information 

for new connections, all addresses must be converted from internal to external and 

vice versa. 
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7. H.323 Problems with Firewalls 

Implementers have had certain difficulties in making H.323 applications work 

together with firewalls. These difficulties are mainly due to the nature of H.323, 

where there are many end-to-end data connections that (with the exception of the 

initial, Q.931 connection) use no predetermined port numbers. Any other connections 

stem from the Q.931 call signalling connection and the port numbers are determined 

dynamically. The connections can be opened from either side of the firewall, 

regardless of which way was the initial call. 

All H.323 control connections, with the exception of part of Q.931 messages, encode 

messages using the ASN.1 encoding. Although extremely flexible and compact, 

ASN.1 requires computationally expensive parsing to decode any messages. As 

ASN.1 is not in common use on the Internet, firewalls generally do not support 

ASN.1 parsing. Therefore, the features present in some firewall systems for script-

driven parsing of protocol messages are of no use with H.323. 

When H.235 control channel encryption is in use, parsing of control messages is 

possible only when the firewall decrypts the control messages. This is possible only 

when the encrypted connection is not actually end-to-end but the firewall is 

managing two encrypted connections to each endpoint. 

Network address translation (NAT) also poses a problem. For opening additional 

connections, a network address is passed to the other endpoint for connecting to. If 

that address is actually an internal address, it cannot be connected to from any 

external network. Therefore, a way must be devised to utilise the internal-external 

address mapping to insert correct external addresses into outgoing H.245 messages. 
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8. Firewall problems with H.323 

Although this study deals with H.323 issues, we cannot ignore the fact that a firewall 

is not placed between networks without a reason. For H.323 it is a nuisance, but for 

today’s network administrator it is an absolute must. While all documents that are 

written on a subject agree, that interoperation of firewalls and H.323 is problematic, 

and list ephemeral UDP connections as a primary problem, the reason is usually left 

unexplained. 

There are several reasons why UDP traffic is dangerous: 

• “Filtering TCP circuits is difficult. Filtering UDP packets while still retaining 

desired functionality is all but impossible” [Ches94]. In short, the problem is 

that the UDP protocol has no concept of connections, making it impossible to 

detect if the incoming packet is part of a legitimate stream or malicious 

traffic. 

• UDP packets in general are much easier to spoof that connection-based TCP 

packets 

• IP Multicasting works on UDP, by nature hiding the ultimate destination of the 

packets. 

• Historically the services themselves that use UDP tend to be less secure 

(TFTP, DNS). 

• UDP can, and has been, used to create tunnels for more ‘useful’ traffic. 

 

[Intel] even goes as far as saying “Security-conscious enterprises will not deploy 

H.323 applications for access to the `outside world' unless an H.323 proxy is 

available on their firewall. Allowing H.323 traffic to punch holes in a firewall is not an 

acceptable solution as it defeats the explicit purpose of the firewall.” Letting UDP 

traffic through the firewall in controlled manner is, of course, better than having no 

firewall at all, but not very much. 

Therefore, approaching the problem from H.323 side alone may not provide a 

solution that is acceptable for H.323 provider and a network security manager. 

Taking a more security-aware stance would rule out all approaches aiming to get the 

UDP traffic to existing equipment on protected network (dynamic firewall 
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configuration, fixed UDP port numbers, changes in protocol that is carried inside UDP 

packets are all weak). These scenarios would only be viable for sites where both 

endpoints are completely trusted and controllable (i.e. corporate networks with 

multiple sites). 

These arguments hint that a proxy server would be the most viable solution. 
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9. Solution Hypotheses 

The Solution Hypotheses describe possible ways of circumventing the problems 

H.323 has with firewalls. Each hypothesis is accompanied by a short comment on its 

positive and negative aspects. 

Possible solutions to the problem, selected from the hypotheses,  are discussed 

below in 10. Only the hypotheses with most feasible solutions have been evolved 

into solution proposals. 

9.1. Hypothesis: Tunnel RTP and H.245 with fixed port 
numbers between sites 

The RTP standard ([RFC1889], sec. 7) specifies the use of translators that are used 

to connect two or more transport-level “clouds”. Each cloud is identified by a network 

address/port combination. All streams between two translators are effectively 

multiplexed into one stream, with the SSRC (Synchronization Source) field intact. 

Although irrelevant in the context of this study, a translator is also permitted to 

change data encoding and thus may regenerate sequence numbers, timestamps and 

payload types. 

The receiver translator of a stream must use the SSRC field of the RTP packet to 

determine the actual recipient of the packet (or, in case of a multicast stream, the 

stream is just multicast on a pre-configured address). A receiving terminal may 

distinguish the streams either by the SSRC or receiving port numbers. To effect that, 

the SSRC must either be computable from transport information or known when a 

stream is opened. 

This approach could in effect fix UDP port numbers needed for the transport of RTP 

packets between networks. Inside each network, a translator is needed to 

“demultiplex” the streams to actual recipients. 

A similar technique can be used for control connections (i.e. H.245) between the 

parties. This would be handled similarly to the RTP translator, probably on the same 

machine. 
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It is possible that this role can be carried by the Gatekeeper, although separate, 

high-throughput  systems would be more useful for performance purposes. 

 Network 1 

Terminal 

RTP 
Translator Terminal 

Network 2 

Terminal 

RTP 
Translator Terminal 

Network 3 

Terminal 

RTP 
Translator Terminal 

 

Figure 7. Inter-network media streams through RTP translators 

This solution only controls media and control streams, call signalling is expected to 

work without any special treatment. 

Between each two communicating networks, a tunnel must specifically be created. 

Except for a small number of participating networks, the tunnel creation needs to be 

on demand as calls are made between networks  - at the very least, the terminals 

must communicate their translator addresses to the other endpoint and the other 

side’s translator address to their translator. Also, a mapping of SSRC-s to transport 

addresses needs to be communicated to the receiving translators. The SSRC is a 

RTP-specific random identifier that is only transmitted within the RTP stream, but for 

a translator mapping to be set up, the SSRC-to-receiver mapping must be 

communicated separately. 

9.2. Hypothesis: Fix all the port numbers 

Communication between previously known ports is much easier to pass through the 

firewall than is communication between dynamically determined port numbers. If 

port numbers used for H.245 and RTP streams were fixed, one could simply open 

those ports at the firewall and no dynamic port number determination would be 

necessary. Fixing the port number at one end would suffice, so that the connection is 

made (or packets sent, in the case of the unidirectional RTP streams) from a 

dynamically determined port number to a fixed port number. 
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This solution would look to the firewall as a set of well-known services at each 

endpoint. The H.323 rules for opening logical channels would need more exact 

specification as to which party uses the fixed port numbers. 

This proposal would bring H.323 in line with other Internet services in the sense that 

the service can be determined by the port numbers it uses. For UDP traffic, a simple 

packet filtering firewall will not work as well as a stateful inspecting one that can 

track UDP sessions, but nevertheless filters can be defined better than with dynamic 

port numbers. 

9.3. Hypothesis: IPSec tunnelling between gatekeeper sites 

This solution would, in a way, be a generic version of the solution offered in 9.1. It 

would also encompass tunnelling but on a network level rather than protocol level. A 

Virtual Private Network would essentially be created between every two networks 

involved and all H.323 traffic routed over that network. 

An added level of complexity would be non-H.323 traffic between the same network 

addresses, which would default to same tunnel, possibly creating performance 

and/or security problems. In case the two communicating networks do not trust each 

other completely, a firewall facility is needed to constrain the traffic on the VPN to 

H.323 only. 

This solution would use IPSec in tunnel mode between the sites. IPSec transport 

mode does not help in traversing the firewall. Although IPSec authentication may be 

a way of filtering access through the firewall, it generally does not work on an 

application level but rather on a host level. IPSec encryption has the property of 

completely cloaking the packet payload from the firewall, which makes content and 

port number-based filtering impossible. 

This solution provides the possibility to bypass firewalls without any protocol 

modifications. As an added value, H.323 traffic would be completely secured on the 

Internet. 

One would need to open a tunnel for each two networks that are communicating. 

This is generally a manual process, thus limiting scalability. Since adding a firewall to 
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the VPN solution to constrain traffic would gain us nothing, this solution may suit for 

a corporate H.323 network, which doesn’t involve other companies. 

The communicating networks must not use overlapping private address spaces. If 

they do, address translation in signalling and control messages is necessary. 

9.4. Hypothesis: a H.323 proxy in parallel with the firewall 

One way of avoiding firewall limitations is to bypass the firewall altogether and to 

implement a proxy server for connecting the “inside” and the “outside”. 

The proxy server will serve as an intermediate for all control and media connections 

going in or out of the network. Each such connection would consist of an internal 

and external half, In such a system, required functionality must be very carefully 

selected and implemented to conform to very strict security requirements set for 

firewall-type systems (in no case should the proxy route packets between the 

internal and external networks). The same solution would also work if the proxy 

system would reside inside the firewall but have largely unrestricted access to the 

outside networks. 

It is the duty of the proxy server to perform address conversion to ensure each 

endpoint only sees the proxy server as the other side of the connection. 

 

Proxy 

Firewall 

Gatekeeper 

Terminal 

Terminal 

Internal LAN External LAN 

Internet 
Router 

 

Figure 8. A proxy connected in parallel with the firewall 

The security requirements for a proxy server place an additional burden on the 

implementers. A transparent proxy server (i.e. invisible to the users) would be very 

useful, but it would require integration into a firewall. For using a non-transparent 
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proxy server, protocol modifications are necessary for signalling, control and media 

streams. 

Placing a proxy in parallel with the firewall may create a security problem as it adds 

another point of entry into the network. Incoming calls must be placed to the proxy 

server, that is, all endpoints must advertise the proxy’s, not theirs, transport address. 

9.5. Hypothesis: route all channels through the gatekeeper 

If there were a small number of servers on the network requiring extensive port 

ranges, they could be opened up more in the firewall (i.e. provided full access to the 

Internet). For example, all ephemeral port numbers for TCP and UDP could be 

allowed, in addition to the call setup port. 

However, security requirements for the servers would be very high then, to make 

sure they cannot be used in a malicious way. Basically, the firewall would not fully 

protect these servers. Thus, control over these servers must be tight. 

This method should not be used with H.323 terminals, as these may not be managed 

well enough and thus would create security problems. 

On H.323 side, this would require that: 

• Q.931 signalling is always gatekeeper routed 

• H.245 signalling is gatekeeper routed as well 

• media streams flow through a gatekeeper or a separate media stream proxy 

 

This solution is similar to implementing a H.323 proxy server, creating a kind of 

gatekeeper-proxy. However, a gatekeeper may perform the operation completely 

transparently – if it chooses to forward signalling and control messages, it can 

redirect media streams either to itself or a media proxy, based on performance 

requirements. 

Security-wise one must prefer a separate proxy – less functionality would be exposed 

to an attack from the outside. 
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A downside is that the gatekeeper would become a required component in a 

network, which it currently isn’t. For incoming calls, signalling connections must be 

made to the gatekeeper. 

9.6. Hypothesis: Control the firewall from the internal network 

Lets assume that the firewall has a standard interface for remotely setting rules for 

allowed connections, disregarding possible security implications. Using such an 

interface, a terminal or gatekeeper can inform the firewall of new connections that 

will be made, opening a hole before the connection is initiated and closing it when 

the connection is ended. 

It seems unfeasible for the firewall to allow any H.323 terminal to reconfigure the 

firewall. It would make more sense to permit only the gatekeeper to have the role of 

firewall control and to ensure that the gatekeeper receives all the necessary 

information by routing Q.931/H.245 messages or through the RAS protocol. 

The only standardised method of firewall control is the SOCKS protocol, version 5 of 

which is defined in [RFC1928]. SOCKS works by the internal call endpoint connecting 

with TCP to the firewall and specifying where should each connection be forwarded 

to. The server then assigns a new connection for the data and returns an 

address/port number to the client. Additional UDP and TCP connections can be 

opened as secondary to the primary TCP connection. 

Controlling the firewall is a two-edged sword. Although providing the possibility to 

open any ports at the firewall, it creates the problem of verifying that the user is 

authenticated to manipulate the firewall. This solution cannot be implemented 

without passing a standard firewall interface with firewall vendors, thus taking us 

into the “firewall domain”. Incoming calls could be handled by allowing signalling 

connections through the firewall and letting the inside party control the firewall rules. 

This solution is also proposed in [14TD094]. 
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9.7. Hypothesis: Change encoding of signalling and control 
packets 

One of the reasons why H.323 is hard to implement over firewalls is signalling and 

control message encoding. All messages are encoded using the ASN.1 packed 

encoding rules. Although a compact format, it requires considerable effort to parse. 

Since ASN.1 is not used much on the Internet, firewalls do not support ASN.1 parsing 

whereas parsing of text messages and fixed-size fields is very common. 

If H.323 message formatting were redesigned to use a text format (or replaced with 

an IETF protocol like Session Initiation Protocol [RFC2543]), firewalls would support 

the protocol much better. 

This option can be considered as a proposal to merge current IETF and ITU-T efforts 

and largely redefine the H.323 protocol family. Considering extensive prior work on 

the current incarnation of H.323 and the complexity of the matter this seems 

unfeasible. 

H.323 puts a lot of attention into interoperability with existing telephone networks. 

This interoperability will suffer if the new protocols are too different of what is used 

currently. 
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10. Possible Solutions 

From the hypotheses above, some paths for traversing the firewall emerge. Two 

types of solutions seem to be feasible: 

• minimizing the number of network elements managing connections to the 

outside (by routing all the connections through the gatekeeper or a proxy, or 

tunnelling network packets) 

• dynamically managing the firewall, by adding and removing rules for single 

connections. 

 

A solution combining the features of several of the solutions are possible, since not 

all the features are mutually exclusive. 

From an H.323 interoperability point of view, the solutions that preserve the external 

interface are preferred. Such are the proxying solutions that can be designed to 

interoperate seamlessly with existing H.323 systems. 

10.1. H.323 proxying 

A H.323 proxy acts as an intermediate between a network’s H.323 endpoints and the 

Internet. All transport connections from H.323 equipment are made to the proxy 

instead of the final endpoint. The proxy will then open a second transport connection 

to the actual endpoint. Incoming connections, respectively, will be made to the 

proxy, which will then forward the connection to the actual endpoint. 

The proxy would contain a protocol state machine similar to a gatekeeper which 

suggests that the functions of a gatekeeper and a proxy could be merged in a way. 

How this could work with gatekeeper-routed calls is described in 10.2 below. 

The proxy may be located between an internal and external network, working in 

parallel with the firewall (see Figure 8). The effect of this would be similar to having 

a H.323 proxy implementation on each possible firewall platform. 
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If location in parallel with the firewall is not possible, the proxy would be placed on 

the internal network and requisite ports opened at the firewall (all ephemeral TCP, 

UDP ports for dynamic connections plus the well-known Q.931 signalling port. 

The proxy could be decomposed into a signalling/control component and a high-

performance media relay component. The interface between these has similarities to 

media gateway control interfaces and media proxy control discussed in the next 

section. 

The proxy changes addressing information in H.323 messages to present a coherent 

view to each party. If NAT is involved, the proxy should be aware of its external as 

well as internal address. 

To properly support a proxy server, a terminal has to: 

• route all external connections through the proxy; 

• use the proxy’s IP address instead of the actual destination as the transport 

address; 

• If the destination transport address is known, pass it to the to the proxy in 

destCallSignalAdress field of the Setup message; 

• in conversations with the gatekeeper, use actual endpoint addresses, not 

proxy addresses. 

 

The proxy must: 

• convert all the data elements of type TransportAddress in signalling and 

control messages so that one endpoint of transport connections would always 

be the proxy. 

• maintain a call table mapping the inside and outside parts of a transport 

connection to each other; 

• forward all packets from an inside connection to the outside and vice versa. 

 

Data elements to be monitored and converted by the proxy in the User-to-User 

information element (UUIE) of signalling messages are the following: 
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Q.931 Message Data Element in 
UUIE 

Element Type 

Alerting h245Address TransportAddress 
CallProceeding h245Address TransportAddress 
Connect h245Address TransportAddress 
 connectedAddress sequence of 

AliasAddress 
ReleaseComplete busyAddress sequence of 

AliasAddress 
Setup h245Address TransportAddress 
 sourceAddress sequence of 

AliasAddress 
 destinationAddress sequence of 

AliasAddress 
 destCallSignalAddress TransportAddress 
 sourceCallSignalAddress TransportAddress 
 remoteExtensionAddress AliasAddress 
Facility alternativeAddress TransportAddress 
 AlternativeAliasAddress sequence of 

AliasAddress 
 remoteExtensionAddress AliasAddress 
 h245Address TransportAddress 
 

H.245 messages, either transmitted on a separate control channel or encapsulated 

into signalling messages, need transport address mapping for logical channels. 

H.245 Message Data Element Element Type 
OpenLogicalChannel separateStack.networkAddress TransportAddress 

 h2250LogicalChannelParameters

. mediaChannel 

TransportAddress 

 h2250LogicalChannelParameters

. mediaControlChannel 

TransportAddress 

OpenLogicalChannelAck h2250LogicalChannelAckParame

ters. mediaChannel 

TransportAddress 

 h2250LogicalChannelAckParame

ters. mediaControlChannel 

TransportAddress 

CommunicationModeRes

ponse 

CommunicationModeTableEntry. 

mediaChannel 

TransportAddress 
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 CommunicationModeTableEntry. 

mediaControlChannel 

TransportAddress 

 

When NAT is being used, the proxy needs to take this into account when 

communicating with the external parties. All messages exchanged with outside 

endpoints would need to contain externally visible addresses as opposed to internal 

addresses. To achieve this, a static NAT mapping would be set up at the firewall for 

all the addresses the proxy uses (i.e. if the proxy is decomposed into a signalling and 

media proxy, two addresses would be mapped). The proxy also needs to be aware of 

the mappings, through configuration settings for instance – for each message 

towards the outside endpoint, the external addresses from configuration information 

are used, instead of addresses assigned to network interfaces. 

Approaches to H.323 proxying have also been described in [Intel] and [11TD033]. 

10.2. Gatekeeper and media proxy 

When using a gatekeeper-routed call model, the gatekeeper has complete control 

over the messages exchanged and may act as a middle man, presenting each 

endpoint with a different view of the call, especially where transport addresses are 

concerned. 

 While forwarding H.245 OpenLogicalChannel messages, the gatekeeper will be able 

to modify transport addresses in the messages to route all media streams through a 

single point that is accessible through the firewall (a media proxy). Such a media 

proxy that will act as a packet forwarder to and from the inside network may either 

be integrated with the gatekeeper or be a separate device, depending on network 

size and performance requirements. 

To support gatekeeper routed connections, a gatekeeper must have the following 

abilities: 

• when allowing a call with the RAS AdmissionConfirm message, always specify 

a gatekeeper routed call model. 

• verify routed signalling messages for transport address inconsistencies. 
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• in routed signalling messages, specify its own address as the H.245 call 

control endpoint. 

• in routed H.245 messages, specify the media proxy address as the logical 

channel endpoint. 

• maintain a connection mapping table at the gatekeeper and media proxy. 

 

This solution has the advantage that the terminals will not be aware of the existence 

of media proxying. In fact, any compliant H.323 terminal would operate seamlessly, 

since all the operations would be hidden by the gatekeeper. 

The gatekeeper can handle incoming calls as well. The process of discovering the 

transport address of the called endpoint must return the external address of the 

gatekeeper. 

The gatekeeper and media proxy will have static address mapping if NAT is being 

used – for outgoing messages, the internal addresses are mapped to the externally 

visible by the gatekeeper. In the firewall, broad access in the H.323 port range to the 

gatekeeper and the media proxy must be permitted. 

An architecture that also merges media proxying and gatekeeper functionality is 

briefly described in [12TD075]. 

If the media proxy is separate, a protocol must be standardized for maintaining 

media stream mapping at the media proxy. It may be feasible to use the H.248 

Media Gateway Control protocol [H248], as the architecture of a gatekeeper-media 

proxy is remarkably similar to a gateway controller-media gateway setup. 

 

10.3. Inter-site tunnelling 

Inter-site tunnelling establishes a separate tunnel for each network the endpoints are 

communicating with. Several technologies for tunnelling are possible, from 

implementing RTP translators for media streams to IPSec-compliant tunnels that will 

realize a point-to-point network-level link between the tunnel endpoints. 
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I am proposing tunnelling based on IPSec here, as it is the most standardized means 

of creating point-to-point tunnels. An added plus is support for encryption. An IPSec 

tunnel will route all network traffic between two networks, not distinguishing 

between H.323 and non-H.323 traffic. To networked machines, the IPSec endpoint 

will look like a common router, thus operating completely invisibly. 

As an IPSec tunnel is opened between networks not between terminals (tunnelling 

between terminals is possible, but infeasible), steps must be taken to open a tunnel 

between two networks before any calls can be completed. 

If the number of concerned networks is small (e.g. a corporate network), tunnels can 

be set up manually. 

If, however, the number of involved network is big, a dynamic tunnel setup 

mechanism is needed to open tunnels as calls are made. Such a mechanism can be 

included in an inter-gatekeeper protocol. To set up a tunnel, the following steps 

must be taken: 

1. The gatekeeper wishing to open a tunnel (requesting GK) sends a request to 

the other gatekeeper (receiving GK). The request includes tunnel protocol 

details, transport address ranges in requesting GK network and tunnel 

endpoint transport address. 

2. The receiving GK verifies that the tunnel can be opened (checking security 

policy, network address overlap, protocol compatibility etc). If the tunnel 

cannot be opened, the receiver sends a reject detailing the reason. 

3. The receiving GK instructs its tunnel endpoint to accept a connection from 

requesting tunnel endpoint (if the tunnel endpoint is a separate component, a 

protocol needs to be defined, similar to the discussion in 9.6). 

4. The receiving GK send a confirmation message to the requesting GK, 

including transport address ranges in the receiving network and tunnel 

endpoint transport address on the receiving side. 

5. The requesting tunnel endpoint opens a tunnel to the receiving tunnel 

endpoint. 

6. Both tunnel endpoints set up network packet routing through the tunnel. 
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Tunnels can be closed by a similar exchange of messages of automatically by 

timeout. The gatekeepers should track the state of open tunnels and request 

opening of new ones when needed. 

10.4. Fixed port numbers 

With fixed port numbers, the port number for one endpoint is always known for each 

transport connection (which could be a signalling, control or media stream 

connection). Using this information, firewall rules can be defined: 

• for incoming transport connections, allow packets between “any ephemeral” 

outside port and “fixed” inside ports. 

• for outgoing transport connections allow packets between “any ephemeral” 

inside port and “fixed” outside port. 

 

Support for fixed port numbers (transport endpoints) must be included in H.225, 

H.323 and H.245 recommendations. The following needs to be considered when 

defining how transport connections are opened: 

• there should be separate fixed ports defined for signalling, control and media 

streams (possibly also distinguishing between audio and video). 

• signalling and control connections must be opened from a dynamic port to a 

fixed port. 

• media streams must be sent from a dynamic port to a fixed port, so that the 

party opening a H.245 logical channel would allocate a dynamic port. 

• each H.323 entity must be able to receive reliable connections or unreliable 

datagrams on the fixed ports at all times. 

• connections received on the fixed ports must be distinguished based on other 

endpoint’s transport address. Information on distinguishing different media 

streams must be available from signalling and control connections. 
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10.5. Firewall control protocol 

A firewall control protocol will allow H.323 devices to open and close “pinholes” for 

control and media streams exactly when needed. In the case of gatekeeper-routed 

connections, firewall control can be implemented only in the gatekeeper. 

The firewall control protocol would consist of an access policy at the firewall, 

authentication methods and commands for opening and closing the pinholes. 

The access policy specifies the rules for firewall manipulation: 

• port numbers that are permitted to be manipulated (e.g. well-known service 

ports might be disallowed) 

• IP protocols that are allowed (e.g. TCP, UDP, but not ICMP) 

• hosts that are permitted to issue commands 

• hosts that are permitted to receive traffic 

 

The latter two options could be combined, e.g. for distinguishing between 

gatekeepers and terminals – a terminal can only issue commands to receive traffic 

directed to itself, whereas a gatekeeper can instruct the firewall to open pinholes for 

traffic towards a terminal (but not towards a non-terminal device on the network). 

The authentication options are numerous, ranging in sophistication from permitted 

IP address lists to certificate-based authentication. IPSec authentication options (i.e. 

the AH packet header) could be used to authenticate authorized hosts. If the 

authentication involves separate ID-s for each network host, the access policy can be 

based on these ID-s. 

Commands to the firewall can be transported using an unreliable channel like the 

UDP protocol. Authentication parameters must be present with each command to 

prevent session hijacking. All the commands are request-response based: 

Command Request Data Elements Response Data Elements 
OpenConnection sessionID, protocol, 

internalAddress, internalPort, 
externalAddress, externalPort 

statusCode, sessionID, 
connectionID, 
mappedInternalAddress, 
mappedInternalPort 

CloseConnection sessionID, connectionID statusCode, sessionID, 
connectionID 

CloseSession sessionID statusCode, sessionID 
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AuditSession sessionID statusCode, 
list of (sessionID, 
connectionID, protocol, 
internalAddress, internalPort, 
externalAddress, externalPort, 
mappedInternalAddress, 
mappedInternalPort) 

 

The data elements are described as follows: 

Data Element Description 
connectionID A unique identifier assigned to a newly opened 

connection by the firewall 
externalAddress IP address of the connection endpoint outside the 

firewall 
externalPort Port number of the connection endpoint outside the 

firewall 
internalAddress IP address of the connection endpoint inside the firewall 
internalPort Port number of the connection endpoint inside the 

firewall 
mappedInternalAddress When NAT is used at the firewall, this element is set to 

the mapping of the internal address. Connections from 
the outside can only be made to the mapped 
address/pot number pair. 

mappedInternalPort When NAT is used at the firewall, this element is set to 
the mapping of the internal port number. Connections 
from the outside can only be made to the mapped 
address/port number pair. 

protocol IP protocol to be passed. IANA standard protocol 
identifiers are used [RFC1700] 

sessionID A unique identifier for a set of related connections. 
Allocated by the firewall when requested by a reserved 
sessionID 

statusCode Status of the command. When an error occurs during 
command processing, the error code is assigned to 
statusCode 

 

Implementing a new protocol for firewall control may not be feasible, as there are 

ongoing efforts for accomplishing similar goals. Two such efforts are reviewed below 

– the proposed next version of the SOCKS protocol and Check Point Software 

Technologies’ Open Management Interface. 
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10.5.1. The next generation of the SOCKS protocol 

Work is ongoing on the subsequent version of the SOCKS protocol (cf. [Lu00] and 

related discussions). While still a first draft as of March 2000, the protocol contains 

similar features to the ones described in above protocol description and is a 

significant advance from the previous, SOCKSv5 standard [RFC1928]. 

The SOCKS client and server always communicate using a dedicated control channel 

(in earlier versions of the protocol, a separate control channel was used for UDP 

only). 

Incoming TCP connections are  supported by the new SOCKS version, permitting the 

SOCKS client to instruct the server to listen for connections on a well-known port and 

forward these connections to the SOCKS client. The exact details of handling 

incoming connections are still under discussion. 

The proposed new SOCKS protocol still handles only the TCP and UDP protocols. This 

is understandable as these are transporting the vast majority of Internet traffic, 

other protocols like ICMP do not have such application significance. While support for 

UDP in the previous version was somewhat limited, the new proposal should fully 

support UDP uni- and bi-directional streams. 

Endpoint addresses are always represented as a pair of address and port and the 

message structure contains two such pairs representing both ends of a connection. 

While collecting all necessary addressing information in one place, such complete 

endpoint specification should also permit for third-party firewall control, e.g. a 

gatekeeper controlling the firewall on behalf of a terminal. 

The previous version of the protocol contained an address and a port in the message 

structure, the semantics of which varied with the message type. Since commands 

were designed to be transmitted on the data channel, part of endpoint information 

was to be deduced from data channel source information. 

The following types of connections and operations are planned to be supported by 

the new generation SOCKS: 

• TCP CONNECT – outgoing TCP connections 

• TCP BIND – incoming TCP connections 

• UDP BIND – set-up of one-way or two-way UDP streams 
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• UDP RELEASE – clearing of UDP stream associations 

• relaying of multicast groups 

• firewall control commands, e.g. request for an address association at the 

firewall (not specified in detail) 

 

The new SOCKS protocol does not include any facilities for session management nor 

auditing of already defined connections at the SOCKS server. 

Although the new version of SOCKS is drafted, the work on it is not very active. This 

makes it hard to estimate when could the new version be finalized and posted to the 

public. Interest into SOCKS has probably faded due to large-scale implementation of 

TCP application proxies for protocols HTTP and FTP and of little interest by protocol 

stack developers to integrate SOCKS support into the stacks. This may be a chance 

to reposition the protocol for applications like H.323 to gain wider support. 

10.5.2. Check Point Open Management Interface 

The world market leader in firewall and VPN software, Check Point Software 

technologies, has created open standards for interfacing with the firewall as part of 

their Open Platform for Security (OPSEC) initiative. Of particular interest for our 

study is the Object Management Interface (OMI). This is an API to the configuration 

rules of a firewall, permitting access to interface, NAT and data packet processing 

definitions, defined in [OMIAPI], as well as other information defined in the Firewall-

1 administration tool – network (object) layouts, user definitions etc. 

The API is based on the LDAP protocol while the protocol exchanges are secured by 

SSL transport. An LDAP directory layout (directory schema) is defined, defining a 

hierarchical representation of firewall configuration information, up to details of 

individual rules. 

The firewall configuration – or rather Firewall-1 policy – is stored on a LDAP server, 

which may be separate from the firewall, if a network consists of several centrally 

managed firewalls and VPN devices. In the latter case, configuration for the whole 

network is available. 
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Figure 9. Layout of OMI hierarchy 

The current version of the OMI API only allows read-only access to the directory. 

Modification through the API is planned for the next version of firewall products and 

OPSEC APIs (information from private communication with Check Point). 

OMI with modification would allow an H.323 entity to add and remove rules to the 

firewall to pass any dynamic connections. Access to the whole rule base permits an 

endpoint to check the rule database to see which connections have already been 

opened (no security measures are in place to restrict this information to a subset 

pertaining to this endpoint, though). 

When dynamic NAT is also used, use of the OMI API is not that straightforward, as 

dynamically assigned addresses and ports are not evident from the information 

available over OMI. 

OMI can be considered more of a central administration/auditing tool than a means 

for applications to define temporary rules. There is no assurance of prompt 

processing of added rules and no means for setting a policy for modifications. 

Therefore, caution must be taken when considering OMI as a means of passing 

H.323 through the firewall. 
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11. Conclusions 

H.323 is a complex subject area that is evolving rapidly as new products supporting 

the standard are developed. As the most commonly used standard for Internet 

telephony and voice over IP (VoIP) in general, its suitability for use on the public 

Internet is very important. As we have seen, firewalls pose a significant problem for 

H.323 due to the dynamic nature of protocols involved in H.323 and firewall vendors 

have difficulties in explicitly supporting H.323. 

In this document, I reviewed possible ways of improving H.323 coexistence with 

firewall technology. Four solutions emerged which warrant further study. 

Of those solutions, I feel that the connection routing approaches either through a 

separate proxy (described in 10.1) or through the gatekeeper (described in 10.2) 

would be most useful. These solutions require relatively few standards changes – 

certain new functionality has to be defined but otherwise they seem to “fit in” well. 

The H.323 tunnelling approach I outlined in 10.3 can be used very well for small 

isolated networks. If the number of necessary tunnels is small enough, no dynamic 

negotiation is necessary and the tunnels can be defined by hand. 

The proposal of fixing port numbers in 10.4 tries to bring H.323 more in line with 

common Internet protocols. This solution requires numerous standard changes and 

careful review, as it may limit currently existing functionality. 

Firewall control would solve the problems differently, by allowing the H.323 

equipment to manage firewall rules – open and close routes through the firewall at 

will. While providing a flexible solution, implementation success depends heavily on 

involvement of firewall vendors. 

The solutions should be reviewed and studied further in the context of actual 

implementations to be able to correctly estimate the impact of each to current 

standards and systems. 
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